Brewer Twins: Double Take
Synopsis

Derek and Keith Brewer, identical twins from Redondo Beach, went from riding the waves of the California coastline to walking the runways of the world’s fashion capitals. This bold, graphic biography chronicles their success story, featuring photographs by fashion’s preeminent style-makers— from Steven Meisel and Patrick Demarchelier to Blake Little and Peggy Sirota—and showcasing the Brewers’ appearances in top magazines, campaigns, and shows, from Esquire, Vogue, and Sassy, to Yves Saint Laurent and Calvin Klein. The Brewers also provide the inside scoop on their beach boyhood and extreme lifestyle, from surfing to snowboarding, and share what it’s like to be celebrity twins. Derek and Keith are represented by Q, America’s newest model management agency.
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Customer Reviews

They’re brothers. They’re twins. They’re lovers? That’s what many of their photographs suggest. Pictures of the twins undressing each other, holding each other, caressing each other, gazing into each other’s eyes, and almost kissing each other. I don’t know if the brothers were wanting to show the public their incestuous relationship or if the photographer somehow persuaded them to do it but it has made them into two of the most successful male models on the planet and for that I applaud them.

This book is not a piece of great literature. It is a book filled with many great photos of what just
might be the two most beautiful guys on earth. They have beautiful faces, beautiful bodies and having seen them on tv and read their words, I truly believe that their beauty is not skin deep. I hope for them successful careers whether they want to act, get corporate jobs, or teach surfing. Keith and Derek didn't have anything to do with their conception. That was all in their parents hands. Genetically they are blessed. I applaud them for what they have accomplished in their young lives. I will never forgive myself for not buying JOE years ago. I bought two copies of DOUBLE TAKE. One is still in it's cellophane, the other I have looked at hundreds of times. Honestly.

If you like the Brewer Twins, then this book is a must-buy!!! Two reviewers evidently dislike the Brewers and falsely gave bad reviews. Trust me, If you love looking at Beauty, and want to know more about the twins, then this book is a must have. If you don't like gorgeous twins, then why buy it expecting a literary masterpiece???:P

Interesting and fresh bios on the Brewers, from childhood to young adults. Filled with incredible pics by Marko Realmonte and others. A must for the Brewer fan. I was fortunate to meet them and yes, they are as outgoing and charming and brains to boot.

This is one of the best books I have ever obtained dealing with male modeling. This is a portfolio of the highest quality. The photography by Marko Realamonte, and all of the other photographers is outstanding, and of the highest quality. I recommend this book to anyone who is interested in learning more about the field of male modeling.

I think the book is exactly what the admirers of the Brewer Twins (like myself) have been expecting for years !. It gives you insight into their childhood and teen years, and also gives you a comprehensive collection of their pictures. I'm very glad they published this book and I can't wait for a hardcover edition on a bigger format. And, by the way, answering to the few bad reviews before mine, I'm a true reader of the book and admirer of the twins. I don't have the privilege of having met them ! I think some people cannot handle the idea of models being able to make money just on their extreme beauty.

Since we two are mirror identical twins like the Brewer twins, we loved the book because we have had some similar experiences. They show what it is truely like to have a twin that is also their closest friend, and what will be a lifetime companionship.
The Brewer Twins, Keith & Derek, would, each on his own, be among the most beautiful youths on the planet: it would be difficult to find anyone to match such perfection. But here we see this beauty mirrored - and more than just doubled. These are not just two exquisitely-formed guys who happen to be brothers: they are twins, with the shared intimacy that goes along with that. The striking point about most of the photos in this book is that their physical beauty is complemented and emphasized by the beauty of their friendship and fraternal love for each other. One does not simply admire their beauty: one cannot help but delight also in the sheer joy of seeing such closeness between two guys. We catch a glimpse of something very precious here, something that warms the heart as well as appealing to the eyes. Male beauty does not come better than this: these guys are the stuff of which the Greek myths of Adonis & Narcissus, Achilles & Ganymede are made - only the Greeks never imagined there could be two such fair youths. Buy it: you'll enjoy hours of pleasure gazing upon the beautiful Brewers - I know I have.
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